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*** About Aegis Defenders *** Aegis Defenders is a Fantasy Action RPG based on the Worlds of FAIRY TAIL, brought to life by game creators being published by 5.11 Dream Friends. This action RPG is suited for players who enjoy the World of Fairy Tail on Facebook and in-game RPG
games. *** Rules of Dungeons *** - Choose and customize your avatar. - Create a team of up to 4 characters. - Complete daily quests with your team of up to 4 characters to be awarded points. - Once a certain number of points is accumulated, you can visit the G-rank dungeon. - The
dungeon of your choice will be assigned to your character. - In dungeons, think carefully about the placement of your team and your party members. - Each dungeon is randomly generated so that you will always experience something new. - In dungeons, players encounter monsters
and items. - There are two types of items: common and rare. - Players can also collect data which will increase their stats. - Players can fuse two different types of uncommon items to obtain a rare item. *** Character Creation *** - Determining the gender, appearance, and name of
your characters. - The appearance of the characters can be customized with hair, eye, and skin colors. - Details can also be changed to create a unique avatar. - Characters can learn special skills and use passive skills in battle. - Characters can have one as a class and one as a sub-
class. - The sub-class determines the secondary traits that are acquired when a character levels up. - Classes are divided into 3 types. - Summoners must gain EXP by leveling up. - Warriors grow big, but can't attack, so they rely on support skills to deal damage. - Magic and thieves
rely on intellect and speed, but their attack power is small. - “Fire-type” classes focus on fire-based skills and have a short cooldown time. - Cross Guardian - Dragon Slayer - Devil Slayer - Cardinal - Flame Blade - Inferno Dragon - Illusion Magic - Invoker - Longinus - Charmer - Mirage

Mirror - Mystic [Tradeskill Elements] ~ Summoning ~ - Summon: create a summon, a magical beast with the appearance of a dragon or a fire spirit, which works as your support. ~ Technique ~
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Features Key:

A new fantasy action RPG that combines the world building of RPG with the free form and player freedom of MMORPG. Online game play. Unlimited Player Created Dungeons. Player-versus-Player combat. Three-dimensional, manifold map navigation. Regularly updated content. And
more!

Collaborate, fight, and form guilds with your friends to dominate the map. Intuitive UI and controls. Players can control multiple characters or groups on one screen. A wide variety of equipment that can be purchased from shops. And more!

The oft-told epic tale of the Elden Ring – rise, tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between!

Elden Ring is an RPG developed by Momo Soft -Kunio Okabe, CEO & Yoshitaka Hamaru, Developer. 

 

Enjoy launching yourself into a new world of fantasy and strategy with Elden Ring !
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